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During the MAC/Epsilon campaign (Fall 1987, from Andoya, Northern Norway,
69°N, 16°E) a total of four altitude profiles of neutral gas number densities and six profiles of
ion number densities were measured with high spatial resolution in the height range from 60 to
120 kin. First results of these rocket-borne experiments will be presented with emphasis on
small-scale turbulent density variations and related turbulent parameter as structure function
constants and energy dissipation rates.
Raw-Data: n(z); nN2(Z); I(z)
Relative Fluctuations: (data-fit)/fit
Spectral Analysis:
1. Power spectral density (PSD)
2. Speclral index _: PSD ~ Kz {
3. Structure function constant Cn2:
PSD (kz) = 0.125 * Cn2 * kz -5/3
Turbulent vertical velocity:
w 2 = 1.1 * {g/4M} 3/'2 * {Cn2}3/'2/COB
with
M = (l/n) * (dnpot/dz) = 1AIn - 1/yI-Ip
Energy dissipation rate: e = 0.4 w 2 toB
Eddy diffusion coefficient: k = 0.8 e/COB2
3 Instruments:
*Mass-spectrometer ("BUGATrI") nN2, (nAr, nile, nkr)
*Ionization-gauge ("TOTAL") ntot; An
*Positive ion probe ("PIP") Ii
Background temperature and -density from:
*BUGATI'I and TOTAL: 90 < z < 125 km
*Passive falling sphere: 45 '_ z < 90 km
* LIDAR (MAC-E-T3 only): 82 < z < 97 km
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19890020540 2020-03-20T00:40:47+00:00Z
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Small Scale Turbulence Measurements with BUGATTI PIP and TOTAL durch MAC/EPSILON
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